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list of most-wanted
products on

WebinarJam.com is
comprised of the top 20
products with the lowest

best-selling price. You
can go straight to the top
20 by clicking on the very
top product This is a bit
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weird, but anyway, try to
remove the 20 first

product from the list
using the Remove button,
and then add them as top

20 again. You can go
straight to the top 20 by
clicking on the very top

product This is a bit
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weird, but anyway, try to
remove the 20 first

product from the list
using the Remove button,
and then add them as top

20 again. A: Ok, i think
the best way to do this

was to convert the list to
an array. Then iterate
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through the array and
create a custom product
badge for each product.

The code used was:
$filtered_result = array();

foreach($items as
$item){ $filtered_result[]

= array( 'id' =>
$item['id'], 'name' =>
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$item['name'], 'link' =>
$item['link'], 'archived'

=> $item['archived'] ); }
Then at a later date i put

together the CSS and
copied/pasted the code in
a stylesheet. Hope this is
of use to someone else as

i am not very smart.
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